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1. ENGLISH

1.Conduct a survey (prepare a questionnaire
containing 15-20 questions on 5-6 people )
on any one of the topics : Censorship and
freedom of the media, Globalisation and its
impacts, Drug Testing. Write a report in not
more than 150 words on your findings .

2. Learn counter argument ,and analysing
evidence for essay writing through movie
clips:

(watch the link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_aEuDG
UkCEQ)

(
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tjOgnLi
a7y8&t=5s)

. For enhancing your vocabulary ,create a
word web for 15-20 higher order words .The
web should contain meanings,synonyms,
phrasal verbs(if any)

3.Make a presentation on Command Words
,Hooks for essay writing and Sentence
Structures (5 for each of the above ).

4. Developing critical thinking skills.
Choose where in the painting you want to be by
thinking of the following: – Look at the painting.
What can you see? How does it make you feel? –
You are going step inside the painting and become
part of it. Where in the painting are you? What are
you doing? Why are you there? How do you feel?
What were you doing an hour ago? What are
you going to do in an hour?

Descriptive tasks: 1. Write a description of the
painting from your point of view. 2. Hold a

conversation with a partner describing the scene.
3.Use emojis to describe the painting or draw
your own interpretation of it.

2.ECO

1 Explain the difference between productive
and allocative efficiency and discuss the
suggestion that it is only possible to achieve
such efficiencies through government
intervention.

2 Explain, using a budget line diagram,
whether (i) the substitution effect of a price
change and (ii) the income effect would be
similar for a normal good and an inferior
good.

3 Discuss the extent to which the law of
diminishing marginal utility may be used to
determine the market demand for a good.

4 Explain why there may be different levels
of profit within perfect competition and
between perfect competition and
monopoly.

5 Discuss whether the average variable cost
has any significance in a perfectly
competitive market structure in
determining (i) the output produced by a
firm and (ii) the profit of a firm.
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3. PHYSICS

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1weFNVOp
VtqQlEA7_fnD4E991bQivhBLx/view?usp=sh
are_link

4.CHEMISTRY

https://drive.google.com/file/d/19VR691q

hK9WaZfhGZ5S6AtEb0kWqS73n/view?usp

=sharing

5. MATHEMATICS

ht

tps://docs.google.com/document/d/1bh8

UU3amVDnqVuKbZtp-CcxZxm2PWgwbgnyt

QQ7cpLE/edit?usp=sharing

6. BIOLOGY

Prepare a PPT:
1. To investigate ecosystems using

techniques for assessing the
occurrence, abundance and
distribution of species.

2. How species may become extinct?

[images/video clips and data to be included]

7. COMPUTER SCIENCE

HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT

8. PSYCHOLOGY

● Describe what psychologists have

discovered about motivators at work (e.g.

intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, rewards).

● Evaluate what psychologists have

discovered about motivators at work,

including a discussion of reductionism.

9. BUSINESS

Look for an internship in an organization of

your choice or your family business and

prepare a report on the following sub-

topics. Please refer to the following link for

further instructions:

HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT 12 CI

10. ACCOUNTS

Summer Assignment (Topics covered)-

3.1 Preparation of financial statements

3.2 Regulatory and ethical considerations

3.3 Business acquisition and merger

3.4 Computerized accounting systems

3.5 Analysis and communication of
accounting information

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Oih3gTFv

E1UzxS_Y21FX3O-0YsJn_1r5/view?usp=sha

re_link
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